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Certain alloys of FexCr^_x (0.18 < x < 0.30) have been reported to

undergo a transition from a ferromagnetic state to one exhibiting micto-
magnetic or spin-glass behavior at temperatures below the Curie tem-
perature, Tc. Studies of the critical scattering on polycrystalline
samples show a peak at T c for all x's and a monotonically decreasing
intensity for T < T c for x > 0.30. For those x's exhibiting spin-glass
behavior, there is an increase in intensity at low temperatures. The
dynamical studies reveal well-defined spin waves within the ferromag-
netic regime but as T approaches the spin-glass phase, the magnetic
stiffness decreases dramatically.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds 75.30Kz 75.50.Bb

One of the more interesting problems in magnetism
is the study of disordered systems with competing mag-
netic interactions. In this class of problem is the
study of spin glasses which are magnetic systems
characterized by a random freezing of the moments
without any long-range order being present(l)The proto-
typical examples of spin-glass behavior are the
alloys of Cû jjMcijj and Au^^Fex. Some theories pre-
dicted the possibility of ferromagnetic (FM) ordering
followed at lower temperatures by spin glass (SG)(2)
phase. There have been several examples of systems
which exhibit this sequence of phase transition:

), Eux
Srl-xs(4) and the amorphous systems

Po.i6Bo,o6Alo,o3 (6). Bulk measurements also
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suggest that for a range of x, Fe^r^ x exhibits
ferromagnetic features with a possible spin-glass
phase at lower temperatures (7). Our goal is to probe
the dynamics of the spin-glass phase by studying the
evolution of the spin waves from the FM phase, where
the dynamics are reasonably well understood, into the
SG phase (8).

We studied several samples of FexCri_x with
x =* 0.34, 0.28, 0.26, 0.24, and 0.22. We~present the
main features of the experiment by discussing the re-
sults for x = 0.34 and x = 0.26. The samples were
prepared by arc melting, annealing Pt 1000°C and
quenching to room temperatures. The neutron scatter-
ing experiments were performed on a triple-axis spec-
trometer at Brookhaven's High Flux Beam reactor. Be-
cause the studies were performed on polycrystalline
samples, the measurements were all near the forward
direction. The incident energy was either 13.7 meV
or 4.5 meV and the collimation varied according to the
intensity and resolution.requirements.

The temperature variation of the intensities at
Q - 0.04 X~l with the spectrometer set for zero energy
transfer is shown in Fig. 1, A peak corresponding to
the Curie temperature is clearly observable for each
x (9). For x » 0,34 the intensity decreases raono-
tonically down to the lowest temperatures. However,
for x » 0.26 and 0.22, the intensity begins to in-
crease at lower temperatures below some temperature
TL. Choosing TL, which denotes the minimum in the
intensity curves, as a boundary of the spin-glass
regime, we obtain the phase diagram as shown in Fig.l,

The results for the inelastic scattering revealed
interesting behavior. Figure#2 shows spectra for the
x • 0,34 sample at Q - 0.075 A~* taken for several
temperatures. As T decreases the frequency increases.
Measurements made at several q values showed that the
magnons obeyed a quadratic dispersion law: E • Dq2
with D defined as the magnetic stiffness, This
behavior is typical of a conventional ferromagnet.
Figure 3 shows; the temperature-dependent behavior
for the x s 0.25 sample. Just below Tc, the peaks are
overdamped and as T decreases, their frequency in**
creases as in the x » 0.34 sample. However, at lower
temperatures, the frequency decreases again and their
line widths also broaden. At the lowest temperatures-,
the peak3 merge into one central peak which continues
to narrow as the temperature is lowered.

The cross section for inelastic scattering of
neutrons from a FM is



jiw/kgT x(q)

The constant A includes the form factor which is close
to unity at these snail Q's and some trivial constants.
X(q) is the transverse part cf the static wave vector
dependent susceptibility and XQ is the noninteracting
atomic susceptibility which is proportional to (T)"-*-.
F(q,tt) is the spectral weight function and provides
the description of the dynamical response of the
system. We used a Lorentzian form of F(q,w)

(032-Dq2)+r2 (0W-Dq2)+r
(2)

where ? is the line width of the excitation and D is
the stiffness. Eq. (1), using F(q,to) of Eq. (2) was
folded with the known spectrometer resolution. The
solid lines in Figs. 2 and 3 are the results of a
least squares fit to the data. A constant background
has been subtracted as well as a resolution limited
peak due to elastic incoherent scattering and scatter-
ing from the sample container and cryostat. The elas-
tic background was determined from the central part of
the spectra at temperatures where the spin waves are
well defined.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of D
as obtained from the data. For the x - 0,34 sample,
the behavior is that expected for a ferromagnet, i,e,
as T increases toward Tc, a decrease in the magnetic
stiffness is accompanied by an increase in line width
r. The results for the x » 0.26 show a strikingly
different behavior. On lowering T below Tc> the
stiffness increases, but near TL the stiffness begins
to decrease. When the spectra coalesce Into a peak
about E«0, we can no longer assign a nonzero value
for the stiffness and the spectra resemble those
observed in the more conventional spin-glass
system (10). The line width F also exhibits anomalous
behavior. It decreases as the system becomes ferro-
magnetic and then as the low temperature state is
approached, F increases again. When the peaks
coalesce, T now represents the narrowing of the
quasielastic scattering which remains after the spin
waves collapse.

These results provide a framework for under-
standing the differences between the dynamics of a
ferromagnet and a disordered spin glass-like system.
On approaching a Curie temperature, the thermal
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fluctuations of the magnetization are responsible for
the decrease in the magnetic stiffness. On approaching
the spin-glass phase from the ferromagnetic state, it
is not clear what is the driving mechanism for the
breakup of the long-range order. It may be the weak
dipolar forces in competition with the equally weak
frustration effects. Experiments under applied d.c.
field are in progress to help in understanding these
interesting materials.
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Fig. 1, Elastic scattering for Q = 0.04 A"1 as a
function of temperature in F e

xCrj_ x for
•x » 0,34, 0.26, and 0,22. Inset shows the
phase diagram as- deduced from the data.

Fig. 2. Temperature evolution of spin-wave scattering
in *"e Cr, , x » 0.34. Solid line represents
a fit to the data.

Fig. 3. Temperature evolution of spin-wave scattering
in Fe Cr. , x » 0.26. Solid line represents
a fit to tfie data.

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the stixfness in
Fe Cr, -top x - 0.34 T - 330 K
bottom"* - 0,26, T_ - 180 K.
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SPIN WAVE DISPERSION CONSTANT
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